2006 Canadian Recognizing Learning Awards
Nomination Form

PLEASE CHECK APPROPRIATE CATEGORY: ☐ Person ☐ Program ☐ Institution

In 250 words or less, describe the outstanding contribution of the nominee as it relates to the following criteria, in the field of Prior Learning Assessment & Recognition or Qualification Recognition (qualification recognition includes international qualifications.)

1 How the nominee demonstrated commitment and promotion of PLAR or QR

2 The results achieved and the developmental nature of the work

3 Lasting benefits

Nominations must be sent by fax or e-mail by September 25, 2006 to the Recognizing Learning Secretariat:
Agenda Managers Inc. 5170 Duke St., Suite 200 PHONE: (902) 422-1886 or 1-877-731-1333 E-MAIL: capla@agendamanagers.com
Halifax, NS B3J 1N7 FAX: (902) 422-2535